Abstract: An effective density clustering algorithm, called Clustering by Fast Search and Find of Density Peaks (CFSFDP), is appeared on science in 2014, which is simple and efficient and doesn't need many parameters. However, it needs make sure of cut-off distance parameter artificially. For the above problems, a new algorithm, called Clustering by Searching Density Peaks based on Parameter Optimization (CSDPPO), is proposed in this paper, which can estimate cut-off distance parameter adaptively. Firstly, local density information entropy function is constructed with cut-off distance parameter. And then cut-off distance parameter is estimated by solving minimization problem of local density information entropy. Because CSDPPO can obtain suitable cut-off distance parameter, its clustering performance is better than CFSFDP. Our experimental results validate the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm.
Introduction
Existing cluster methods can be divided into five types: Partitioning method, Hierarchical method, Density-based method, Grid-based method and Model-based method [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . Although there are many kinds of cluster methods, they have their own shortcoming and can't satisfy the higher demand of clustering task at the same time.
This paper mainly explores clustering method based on density. The representative algorithm includes DBSCAN algorithm [6] [7] 、DENCLUE algorithm [8] 、OPTICS algorithm [9] and AP (Affinity Propagation) algorithm [10] [11] [12] etc. DBSCAN algorithm is a kind of clustering algorithms based on high density connected region, which needs to artificially set two parameters: Eps and MinPts in advance. DENCLUE algorithm is a kind of clustering algorithms based on density distribution function. DENCLUE algorithm is more flexible and exact than DBSCAN algorithm in density but still needs to artificially set two parameters. OPTICS algorithm has a high computation burden of processing procedure and doesn't form clusters of data sets. AP algorithm is not designed to set cluster number in advance and require symmetry of similarity matrix among data, which acquire better effects in a practical application, while AP algorithm still exists two problems: cluster results are affected by bias parameters; it can't suit massive data clustering. In 2014, Alex Rodriguez and Alessandro Laio propose a new clustering algorithm in science named CFSFDP algorithm [13] , which has a good computation efficiency and doesn't need iteration to discover cluster of arbitrary shapes. But the deficiency of CFSFDP algorithm is to make sure of parameter c d . Bibliography [14] 
CFSFDP Algorithm
Firstly, we briefly introduce the CFSFDP algorithm. Order cluster data set
and then CFSFDP algorithm mainly includes following four steps:
(1) Calculate local density
Where i ρ is the local density of data point i . c can be defined as
(2) Calculate the distance between data points The distance of data point i refers to among all the data points whose local density is larger than i ρ the distance between data point i and the data point that is nearest to data point i x , which can be defined as
(3) Ensure cluster center Cluster center can be ensured, relying on local density i ρ and data point distance i d . The data point, whose i ρ and i d is larger at the same time, is treated as cluster center depending on decision diagram artificially. (4) Assign data points to different class Except cluster center data points is distributed to the same class of nearest data points. In the distributing process data points is in descending order.
The selection of parameter c d affects the cluster results of algorithm. CFSFDP algorithm doesn't put forward appropriate method of select parameter c d , which is designed to select parameter c d by experience.
Clustering by Fast Searching Density Peaks Based on Parameter Optimization
3.1 cut-off distance parameter optimization CFSFDP algorithm selects parameter c d manually relying on experience and thus average number of neighbors of every data points is found in about 1% 2% − in overall data points. This paper presents that appropriate parameter c d is determined by solving optimization solution of local density information entropy function and thus cut-off function (2) is replaced by Gaussian function, which is used to calculate local density [15] and can be written as When parameter c d is selected the smaller the local density of all data points is, the larger the local density information entropy is. In other word, the larger the local density of all data points, the smaller the local density information entropy is. When local density information entropy is largest, all data points have the same local density. At present there is no way to ensure cluster center relying on local density. To make sure of cluster center by better using local density, the local density of data point is expected to reach to maximum differentiation, that is to say, local function information entropy is minimum. Therefore, parameter c d can be determined by minimizing local density information entropy function ( ) c H d , which is defined as
It's an unstrained optimization problem. The minimum of local density information entropy function ( ) c H d can be acquired using gradient-descent algorithm in order to determine cut-off distance parameter c d .
calculate local density and distance
Local density is calculated by using Gaussian function thus corresponding local density can be written as 
data point clustering
Similar to CFSFDP algorithm, cluster center is ensured according to the decision diagram of local density i ρ and distance i d , and then the data points than doesn't belong to cluster center are classified. Suppose c I contains K elements, which means the data has K cluster centers { }
Initialization cluster center classifier is ( )
The data points not belonging to cluster center are in descending order according to local density and the data points are distributed to the same class whose distance is nearest to the data point, that is written as
Where ( ) 
Experimental result and analysis
In this section, we will make experiments upon data set in [13] and UCI standard data set to testify the performance of the proposed algorithm, and compare it to CFSFDP algorithm. In experiment 1 the clustering effect of two algorithms is compared on data set in [13] ; in experiment 2 the clustering performance of two algorithms on UCI standard data set is compared.
Data set in experiment: Jain data set and R15 data set in [13] ; Iris and wine data set in UCI standard data set.
Parameter setting in experiment: CFSFDP algorithm respectively selects parameter c d to make the average number of neighbors of every data point 1% and 2% of overall data set, which is denoted as 1% per = and 2% per = . Experiment 1: comparison on clustering effect of data set in [13] fig.1 , and clustering effect of two algorithms is compared in fig.2 . It is shown from fig.2 that the proposed algorithm can obtain more suitable clustering result than CFSFDP algorithm on Jain and R15 data set.
Experiment 2: UCI standard data set experiment
In this section, the clustering accuracy of two algorithms is compared according to clustering experiment of UCI standard data set. Clustering accuracy of two algorithms is showed in table 1. It is shown form table 1 that the clustering accuracy of the proposed algorithm is higher than CFSFDP algorithm with 1% per = and 2% per = . 
